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What's New
As of February 28, 2012
 
Here's a quick update of what's new from New Road Map Foundation (NRM), hosts of FinancialIntegrity.org and
SimpleLivingForum.net. These community-created websites are the "go-to" place for people who are integrating
financial integrity into their lives by aligning their personal finances with their personal values and goals. 
 
 
Save the Date: Money & Life, June 28 - July 1, 2012
 
In partnership with the Whidbey Institute, NRM is hosting a convening of 80 innovators of new economic
paradigms in commerce, finance, activism, and academia, creating a new equitable and sustainable economy
from the ground up.  Using the rough-cut of the new film Money & Life by documentarian Katie Teague as a
launching pad, we will share what is working and challenge each other to deepen and broaden the
transformative power of our organizations, businesses, and our own lives.  See Money & Life Event for more
information.

On The Wiki 

Resource: Sharing through personal lending

As you progress toward financial freedom, you may find yourself in a position to consider lending your life
energy: what do you need to know to do so responsibly? Learn more here.

Resource: MoneySense and Canadian Dream
 
MoneySense is a general-purpose financial website providing specific advice and resources for Canadians. A
companion resource is Canadian Dream - Free at 45.

Resource: Tips for parenting in a commercial culture
 
From Center for a New American Dream, a downloadable booklet to help parents counteract the relentless
advertising pressure to commercialize kids. 

Resource: The Story of Stuff Project
 
Explore our relationship with Stuff through the multimedia resources at The Story of Stuff Project, and discover
ways to reduce consumption for a more sustainable life.
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Resource: Get out of debt guy
 
The Get Out of Debt Guy provides a broad resource for individuals concerned about getting and staying out of
debt. There's also a sister site for debt in the UK.

In The News
B corporations: driving a new ecology of commerce

"What is enough?" is both a personal question and one for a wider perspective. Is capitalism inherently harmful,
or can corporations act for the benefit of society? Can our investments work for society as well as our personal
financial goals? Center for a New American Dream thinks so: "So-called Benefit Corporations (a.k.a. "B
Corps")... are about changing (or rather growing) corporate laws, standards, systems, and cultures-evolving
capitalism to incorporate greater value for consumers, companies, and other stakeholders." Read more here.

Reducing Unemployment by Shrinking the American Workforce

Do recent decreases in the unemployment rate stand up to a second look? Why it may be wise not to react too
quickly in decision-making based on statistics.

Look Out, Here Comes the 1099-K

As the January 24 post on Bloomberg Businessweek warns, if you sell goods or services via e-Bay, Etsy, or any
venue that provides merchant services, your payment processor is now sending your transaction information
directly to the IRS.  The article outlines some of the important things you need to know.  (Here's a hint: those
Step 2 tracking skills are a must!)

Domestic outsourching: practical or wussypants?

With typical attitude and humor, Mr. Money Mustache presents convincing arguments on why "insourcing" is an
important component of achieving financial - and life - independence, as well as increased satisfaction, in
this article on his blog. 

Facebook Highlights
"If the daily grind were making us happy, the irritations and inconveniences would be a small price to pay. If we
could believe that our jobs were actually making the world a better place, we would sacrifice sleep and social
lives without feeling deprived. If the extra toys we buy with our toil were providing anything more than
momentary pleasure and a chance to one-up others, we'd spend those hours on the job gladly. But it is
becoming increasingly clear that, beyond a minimum of comfort, money is not buying us the happiness we
seek."
-  Joe Dominguez & Vicki Robin, "Your Money or Your Life" 

Buzzword: Air Pocket Stock  -  A stock that experiences a sudden drop, similar to a plane hitting an air pocket.
Air pocket stocks are usually the result of investors reacting to negative news.
 
-  Investopedia.com
 
Part of your heritage in this society is the opportunity to become financially independent. 
- Jim Rohn

The Best of Simple Living Forums

Free online e-book courses
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The Simple Living Forum community is always sharing tips on great opportunities that are out there -- for free!
This month's best-of thread gave a link to free online e-book courses that have people raving.  Check that and
more out on www.simplelivingforum.net.

Come Join Us

Transform the World's Relationship With Money
As a community-edited "wiki", content is constantly being updated at www.FinancialIntegrity.org.  Come cruise
the site for the latest entries, add new resources you've found, and let us all know what you're doing to increase
financial integrity in your lives and in the world.  If you're having any problems using the wiki, please let the
moderators know at info@financialintegrity.org.  We're here to help!
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